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By William Gracey
Wind-tunnel calibrations of three types of angle-of-attack sensing
devices - the pivoted vane, the clifferentid pressure tube, snd the null-
seeking pressure tube - are presented. The pivoted vane has been used
primsrily in the flight testing of airplanes and missiles, whereas the
—
null-seeking pressure tube has been used ebost exclusively in the serv-
ice operation of airplanes. The differential pressure tube has not been
used to any great extent as a flight instrument.
Flight data on the position errors for three sensor locations -
ahead of the fuselage nose, ahead of the wing tip, and on the forebdy
of the fuselage - me also presented. For operation throughout the
* subsonic, trsnsonic, and supersonic speed ranges, a position ahead of
the fuselage nose will provide the best installation. If the shape of
the fuselage nose is not too blunt, the position error will be essen-U
tially zero when the sensor is located 1.5 or more fuselage dismeters
ahead of the fuselsge.
Vsxious methods for calibrating
flight sre briefly described.
angle-of-attack
INTRODUCTION
Angle of attack is defined as the angle between
installations in
the relative wind
in the plane of symmetry ad the longitudinal axis of the airplane. The
measurement of this qysrkity has received increasing attention in recent
years because of its requirement for fire control, cruise control, and
stall Wsmling.
Sensing devices for measuring singleof attack may be located either
ahead of the aircrsft (usually on booms mounted on the wing tip or the
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fuselage nose) or on some part of the aircraft itself. For any position
on or nesr the aircraft, however, the sensing device wi~ measure the
local rather than the true angle of attack. The amount by which the
local angle of attack differs from the true angle of attack is called
the positton error of the installation. This error vsries with the lift
coefficient and Mach number of the aircraft. For some locations of the
sensing device, the position error may also v- with changes in the con-
figuration of the aircraft, for exsmple, flap deflection, landing-gear
extension, smd so forth.
The overall.error of an installation includes errors peculiar to
the sensing device in addition to the errors due to the location of the
device. The errors of the sensing device are generally determined by
wind-tunnel tests. The position error, on the other hand, must be deter-
minedly calibration of the installation in flight. In accelerated
maneuvers, additional errors may be introduced by such items as the
pitching velocity of the aircraft,,boom bending, fuselage flexibility,
and lag in the trsmsmission system of the single-of-attackinstrumentation.
A description of vsrious types of angle-of-attack devices and their
application to stall wsxming is presented in reference 1. A comprehen-
sive survey of possible types of instrumentation for the measurement of
angle of attack on aircraft is given in reference 2. In a shd.lsr study
(ref. 3) a method is developed for determining angles of attack and side-
slip from measurements of the motions of the aircraft.
The present report stmuuarizes experimental data on sensing devices
which have found practical application in the testing of airplanes and
missiles or which have been test evaluated for possible use on aircraft.
The position errors of several types of installation smd some flight
calibration methods for determining these errors sre also presented.
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SYMBOLS
singleof attack (emgle between relative wind in the plane of
symmetry and the longitudinal axis of the airplane), deg
local singleof attack, deg
angle-of-attack error (al - a), deg
sngle of sideslip, deg
pressure difference between orifices on differential pressure
tube
.
w.
*
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q dynamic pressure ‘--
w
M Mach number
~N normsl-force coefficient
c local wing chord
D mcudxmm effective fuselage diameter
x distance of sensor ahead of wing or fuselage
2 cone length (conical differential pressure tube)
SENSING DEVICES
The types of sensing devices which have been used for the measure-
ment of angle of attack sre the pivoted vane, the differential-pressure
tube, and the null-seeking pressure tube. The pivoted vane has been
used primsrily in the flight testing of airplanes and missiles,whereas
the null-seeking pressure tube has been used almost exclusively in the
service operation of airplanes. The differential pressure tube has not
been used to any great extent as a flight instrument.
Pivoted Vanes
A pivoted vane is a mass-balsnced wind vane free to aline itself
with the direction of the air flow. The vsme may be mounted either ahead
of a boom support or on a transverse shsft which is attached to a bocm
or to.the body of the airplane. The angles measured by a vsne mounted
on a bocm will be influenced by (1) distortion of the flow when the boom
is inclined to the flow (upwash effect), (2) asymmetry of the vane due
to imperfections in manufacture (floating angle), and (3) bending of the
boom support due to air loads.
In msmeuvering flight,additionsl errors may be introduced because
of further bending of the boom (as a result of normal and pitching accel-
erations) and the pitching velocity of the airplsne. W the case of a
flexible airplane, consideration may also have to be given to the effects
of flexibility of the structure.
The magnitude of the upwash effect of both axially and transverse-
mounted vanes depends on the dismeter of the boom support. For a vane
on a transverse shsft, the magnitude of the effect also depends upon the
4distance of the vsme frmn the
of upwash may be mirdmized by
ters from the boronaxis (ref.
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axis of the boom. In this case the effect
locating the vane at least two boom disme-
4).
w.
Corrections for upwash around the boom may be determinedly calib-
rating the sensing device in a wind tunnel. The floating angle of the
vane can be determined at the ssme time by calibrating the device in
upright and inverted positions. The floating angle is determined as
one-half the difference between indications in the two positions. As
noted in reference 4, the floating angle may also be determined in flight
by calibrating the vane in upright and inverted positions on successive
flights. In this method a second angle-of-attack system is required as
a reference for the vane measurements.
As noted previously, bending of the boom may occur as a result of
aircraft air loads .and aircraft acceleration. Deflection of the boom
due to air loads may be estimated from information on drag coefficients
of cylinders or may be computed from wind-tunnel measurements of the
particular boom being used. Boom deflections due to normal and pitching
accelerations may be computed from the recorded values of the aircrsft
accelerations and from ground calibrations of the boom deflection as
obtained by applying various weights to the boom. A more direct measure
of the deflection due to both air loads and accelerations is one in which
the boom is photographed in flight with a cemera installed in the fuse-
lage of the airplane. A detailed discussion of the methods of determining
upwash effect, floating angle, and boom bending is given in reference 4.
Axially mounted pivoted vanes.- A pivoted v-e designed for mount_ing .
ahead of a boom support is described in reference ~. As shawnby the
diagram on figure l(a), the sensor consists of a conical body with a
triangular vane attached to the rear portion of the cone. This sensor
was developed for the testing of missiles and is, for this reason, com-
paratively small. The len@h of the conical body is ~ inches and the
?
span of the vane about 2 inches. The shsft to which the vane is con-
nected is designed for attachment to a ~ -inch-diameter boom.
The vsne unit has a maximumrange of f15°. The results of wind-
tunnel tests (ref. 5) for an engle-of-attack range of -4° to 12° (~ = 0°)
we presented in figure l(b). The data were obtained at Mach numbers of _
0.85, 0.95, and 1.20. The large scatter of the test points at M = 0.85
and 0.95 “is believed to be due to friction or play in the transmitting
linkage end sliding-core pickup.
Transverse-mounted pivoted vanes.- A type of pivoted vane in which
the vane is mounted on a shaft attached to the side of the boom support
-w—”
.—
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is shown in figure 2(L3). The sensing device shown in
porates two vines oriented 900 apsrt. In addition to
this figure incor-
measurements of
.
‘m@es of attack and sideslip, this instrument also measures pitot snd
static pressures. This sensing device was especially developed for the
flight testing of research aircrsft snd is designed for mounting on a
fuselage-nose boom.
The results of a wind-tunnel calibration (ref. 6) of the angle-of-
attack vane at M = 0.6 to 1.10 me presented in figure 2(b). The vsne
was calibrated over sn singularrange of +o to 25°. The slopes of the
curves me a measure of the upwash around the boom. The errors at
a= O would appear to be an indication of the floating angle of the
vane.
Wind-tunnel tests of another instrument of this type at higher
Mach numbers (1.61 to 2.ol) me reported in reference 7. TIE results
of these tests which covered an sngle-of-attack range of -3° to 20° at
M= 1.61 snd -3° to 24° at M = 2.01 me presented in figure 2(c).
W these tests, three vanes were tested to check any variations due to
msnufacturer. The results showed no significant differences in the
floating angles of the three vanes.
Differential-Pressure Tube
d
An angle-of-attack sensor of the differential-pressure-tubetype
consists of two orifices oriented at equal angles on either side of the
v longitudinal axis of the tube. The pressure difference which exists at
the two orifices when the tube is inclined to the flaw is a measure of
the angle of attack of the tube. At sny given angle of attack the mag-
nitude of this pressure difference depends principally on the shape of
the nose of the tube, on the angulsr position of the orifices,and to
some extent on Mach number snd Reynolds rnmhr.
The two types of nose shape which have been used to the ~eatest
extent in the design of differential-pressure sensas are the hemisphere
snd the cone. For these shapes the greatest sensitivity of the tube to
angle of attack can be achieved by orientating the orifices about 90°
apart on the hemisphere (see data in ref. 8) or, in the case of the cone,
by using a 90° cone single.
As the angle of attack of a differential pressure sensor is a func-
tion of the ratio of the pressure difference to the impact pressure, the
use of this type of ttie reqtires the measurement of two quantities. If
recording instruments we used, the two quantities can be recorded sepa-
L rately and the angle of attack determined by computation. If, however,
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a direct indication of the angle of attack is desired, a pressure-ratio
type of instrument must be employed.
Data from wind-tunnel tests of differential-pressuresensors having
hemispherical nose shapes are presented in figures 3 and 4. The sensor
shown in figure 3(a) was about 11 inches in diameter with two orifices
4
spaced 90° apart. The data for this sensor,were from a report of limited
availability by G. F. Moss and N. K. Walker of the British Royal Aircraft
Establishment. The tests were conducted at a Mach number of about 0.11
through ~ angle-of-attack range of +20°. The variation of Ap/q with
a for these test conditions is given in figure 3(b). The two sensors
shown in figure k(a) were 1/2 inch in dismeter and were tested by the
Engineering Physics Department at Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc.
The orifices of one of the tubes were spaced 600 apart and those of the
—
other, 90° apart. The tests covered a range of Mach numiberof 0.3 to
0.8 and an angular range of CP to 200. Sample results of the tests at
M = 0.35 and 0.60 are presented in figure k(b). These data-show that
—
the tube with the orifices spaced 90° apart is more sensitive to angle
of attack than the tube with orifices spaced 600 apart. The data also
show the sensitivity of both tubes to decrease as the Mach number
increases. A comparison of the data in figures 3 and 4 shows the sensi-
tivity of tube A in figure 4 to be greater than that of the tube shown
—
in figure 3 despite the fact that the orifices on both of the tubes are
spaced 90° apsrt. The Mach number trend shoyn in figure 4 does not
account for this difference and no other explanation for the difference G
can be found in the reports of these two tests.
The use of conical nose shapes for measurements at supersonic speeds
w
has received considerable attention because the measurement of total pres-
sure at the nose of the cone, in conibinationwith the pressures on the
—
surface of the cone, can provide indications of Mach number and static
pressure as well as angles of attack and sideslip. Wind-tunnel tests to
determine the accuracy with which Mach number and angle of attack can be : ..,.
.-
calculated from the pressures on a 15° cone at M . 1.59 are reported
in reference 9.
Wind-tunnel data of conical-nosed tubes having apex angles of 30°,
40°, and 50° were-also made at the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc.
The body diameter of each tube was 1/2 inch and the orifices on each of
the tu%es were located 2/3 of the cone length behind the apex. (See
fig. 5(a).) The tests were conducted at M = 0.30 to 0.65 through an
angle-of-attack range of 0° to 20°. Sample calibrations of the tubes
at M = 0.35 and 0.60 are presented in figure ~(b). These curves show
the sensitivity of the tubes to decrease as the apex angle decreases.
For the range of Mach numbers covered by the tests, the effect of Mach
number on the sensitivity is small for the 50° probe and negligible for
the 30° and 40° probes.
&
w
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Calibrations at trsnsonic speeds of a conicsl-nosed sensor having
an apex angle of 45° were performed by the wing-fluw method. (Seed
ref. 10.) The tube was 1 inch in dismeter and the orifices were located
0.674 inch from the nose. (See fig. 6(a).) The tests were conducted at
M = 0.70 to 1.10 through en angular rsmge of -10° to 50°. A single
curve, representing the mean of the test data obtained throughout the
test range is presented in figure 6(b). Although the scatter of the
test points as presented in reference 10 was as much as 1.5° at some
angles of attack, there was no consistent variation of @/q with Mach
number. This scatter of the test data and the fact that the curve does
not pass through the origin was noted in reference 10 as being the
result of play in the actuating mechanism used to rotate the tube through
the angle-of-attack rsmge.
Supersonic wind-tunnel tests of a conicsl-nosed sensor having a 20°
apex angle are reported in reference Il. The body of the sensor was
3/8 inch in diameter with orifices located 1/4 inch from the apex. (See
fig. 7(a).) The tests were conducted at M = 1.5, 1.6, and 1.7 through
a range of singleof attack of -5° to 10°. The results of the tests sre
presented in figure 7(b). No explanation is given in reference 11 for
the fact that the curves for M = 1.5 smd 1.6 do not pass through the
origin.
Null-Seeking Pressure Sensor
A null-seeking pressure sensor for measuring sngle of attack con-
-
sists of (1) a rotatable tube with two orifices disposed at equal angles
to the sxis of the tube, (2) a pressure-sensitive device for detecting
the pressure difference between the two orifices when the tube is inclined
to the flow, (3) a mechanism for rotating the tube to the null-pressure
position, and (4) instrumentation for measuring the angular position of
the tube. The advsmtages.of this tube as compared with the differential-
pressure tube sre (1) the measurements are independent of impact pressure,
Mach number, and Reynolds number and (2) the differential-pressure sensing
elements can be comparatively sensitive because the operating differential
pressures should be slways nesr zero, provided of course, the response of
the system is sufficiently rapid.
An exsmple of a sensing device of the null-seeking pressure-tube
ty-peis illustrated in figure 8(a). This device consists of a rotatable
cylindrical tube which protrudes through the wall of the fuselage snd an
air chsmber system which is housed inside the fuselage. The tube is
3/8 inch in diameter and about ~ inches long and incorporates a pair of
& slots spaced 600 apart. The tnterior of the tube is divided into two
sections wtich vent to a pair of air chsmibersformed by a swivel paddle
.
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vane. A pressure difference at the two slots causes rotation of the
paddle vane which, by means of a li*%e, rotates the Press~e tube
until the pressures are equalized. The angular position of the probe
is then measured by a potentiometer.
Wind-tunnel tests of this device at 75 to 125 miles per hour sre
reported in reference 12. The instrument was calibrated over an angular
range of -150 to 14°. %nple results of the_tests are presented in
figure 8(b) for a speed of 75miles per hour_(M = 0.10). As shownby ‘“ _
this figure the mean error was within +O.1° over the angular remge of
the tests. The scatter of the test points about the mean curve was
within about *0.2°: Dynsmic-response tests indicated that at frequencies
—
between 0.8 snd 1.8 cps the amplitude frequency response was about 90 per-
—
cent at 100 miles per hour and 97 percent at 150 miles per hour.
Another type of null-seeking pressure twbe (fig. 9(a)), designed
for mounting on the end of a horizontal boom, is described in reference 8.
The sensing element of this device consists of an ellipsoidal nose tube, .
2 inches in dismeter, with two orifices oriented at equ~ ~les with
respect to the longitudinal axis of the tube. The orifices sre connected
to a sensitive pressure capsule located in the nose of the ttie. Deflec-
tion of the capsule produces a signsl which operates a servomechanism
which, in turn, rotates the tube to the n~l-Pressure Position= The
position of the tube is then measured by a synchro-system.
m-
The results of low-speed wind-tunnel ‘testsof this device sre pre-
sented in figure 9(b). The error, which is caused by the upwash
around the boom, varies fr~ -1° at ~ ~le of attack of -10° to ~=2°
v
at em angle of attack of 12°. The accuracy of the measurements Is fO.lO.
—
Dynamic-response tests indicated that, with the type of servomechanism
used with this tube, the smplitude frequency response is close to 100 _per-
cent up to 1.3 cycles per second.
POSITION ERRORS
Because of the flow field createdby the aircraft, the flow sngle
at any given location in the vicinity of the aircraft will generally
differ from the true angle of attack of the aircraft. At subsonic speeds
the effects of the flow field extend in all directions from the aircraft.
At supersonic speeds the effects are confined to regions behind the shock
waves which form ahead of the aircraft. ‘“”Thus, sziQe-of-attack sensors-
located ahead of the foremost airplane shock should be unaffectedly the
flow field of the aircraft at supersonic speeds.
&
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As the flow field sround each aircrtit configurateion is unique,
the position error (that is, the difference between local and true
.
angles of attack) at a given location with respect to the aircreft will
vary from one aircrsf’tto another. Exact vslues of the position errors
of a given installation on a specific aircrsft, therefore, cm be deter-
mined only by calibration of the installation in flight. Flight cali-
brations of installations on specific airplanes, however, can provide
sn indication of relative magnitudes and trends of the position errors
for given locations of the sensing device. Three sensor positions which
have proved successful and which have been used to the greatest extent
me positions ahead of the fuselage nose, ahead of the wing tip, and on
the forebody of the fuselage.
Positions Ahead of Fuselage Nose
At speeds below the Mach number at which the fuselage bow shock
passes the angle-of-attack sensor, the position error at a given dis-
tance ahead of the fuselage depends on the maxtium dismeter of the fuse-
lage and the shape of the fuselage nose section.
The variation of locsl angle of attack with distance ahead of a
fuselage having a rounded ogival nose shape is presented in figure 10
for a constant Mach number of 0.80 (unpublished data obtained at the Ames
u Aeronautical Laboratory). The data in thLs figure show that for each
value of normal-force coefficient the local angle of attack decreases
(and approaches the true angle of attack) as the distance from the nose
.
increases.
The vsriation of local angle of attack with distance ahead of the
nose of a fuselage having a nose inlet is presented in figure 11 for a
constant Mach nuniberof 0.81. (See ref. 13.) The flow-angle vsriation
of this installation is similsr to that for positions ahead of the fuse-
lage having a rounded ogival nose shape. The data from the two airplanes
indicate that, for fuselage nose shapes no blunter than these, the local
angle of attack will be very neexly the true angle of attack at positions
1.5 or more fuselage dismeters ahead of the fuselage nose. Because an
angle-of-attack sensor located ahead of the nose will come under the
influence of only one shock (the fuselsge bow wave), sensor locations
ahead of the fuselage nose sre considered to be preferable to wing tip
and fuselage surface positions, particularly for trs.nsonicsmd supersonic
operation.
Positions Ahead of Wing Tip
&
=ior to the passage of the wing snd fuselage bow shocks over the
sensor, the position error at a given distance ahead of the wing of an
.
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airplane_is determined by the msximm thickness of the local airfoil,
the shape of the airfoil section, the sweepback angle of the wing, smd
the spanwise location. At the Mach numbers at which the wing and fuse- .
lage bow shocks pass or sre in the vicinity of the sensor, lsrge errors
may be introduced due to variations of angle of sideslip.
At subsonic speeds the position error varies with distance ahesflof
the wing in a manner similar to that for positions ahead of the fuselage
nose. Because of the lifting characteristic of the wing, however, the
position errors of wing-tip installations .Ve apt *O be,lwger. thm
those of comparable fuselage-nose installations. A calibration of a
differential-pressure type angle-of-attack sensor located 0.5 chord
length ahead of the wing tip of an ahplane iS presented in figure ~-” -
(data from Cornell Aero. Lab., Inc., for M = 0.3).
Positions on the Surface of the Fuselage Nose
Calibrations of an single-of-attacksensor on the surface of the
fuselage nose of an airplane were determined from tests reported in
reference 13. The sensor was a null-seeking pressure type and was
located near the center line of the fuselage and about midway from the
nose to the leading edge of the wing. The local angle of attack indi-
cated by the sensor was compared with the singleof attack measured by a
vane-type sensor located about la fuselage”diameters ahead of the fuse-
3
lage nose. The measurements from the vane were considered to represent
the true angles of attack of the airplane.
The tests were conducted over a Mach number rsnge of 0.6 to 1.02.
Sample calibrations of the installation at M= 0.6, 0.81, and 0.92
me given in fi~e 13. These data, as well as those at the other test
speeds, show a linear vsriation of local angle of attack with true angle ‘-
of attack. The data also show that for constant angle of attack the
local angle of attack decreases as the Mach number increases. In addi- -
tion, the local angle of attack is shown to chsmge about 1.6° for each
degree change in true angle of attack. Faother locations of the sensor
on the nose and for other fuselage nose shapes, the variations of locsl
singleof attack with true angle of attack will, of course, be different.
.
—
The effect of angle of sideslip on the angle of @tack indicated
by the sensor was determined at constant true angles of attack at
M = 0.70 to 0.91. AS shownby the curves in figure 14, the variation
of indicated angle of attack with sideslip was linear and amounted to
O.1° angle of attack for each degree of sideslip. These data also indf-
cate that for small sideslip angles the effect of sideslip can be elimi-
—
nated by installing sensors on each side of the fuselsge sad averaging &
the two indications.
.
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FLIGHT CAHBRNTION METHODS
An angle-of-attack installation may be calibrated in flight by my
one of a number of methods. Scme of the methods sre applicable only to
unaccelerated flight, whereas others may be employed for maneuvering
flight as well. As the instrumentation and procedure for some of the
methods are very involved, only a general description of the methods
will be given here.
Attitude-Angle Method
In level unaccelerated flight and in the absence of vertical air
c~rents, the attitude angle of an airplane is equal to its angle of
attack. In localities where the horizon is not obscuredby haze, the
attitude angle can be measured easily by photographing the horizon from
a csmera instslled in the airplane and directed either forwsrd or to
the side. For a camera directed forward, corrections must be applied
for the curvature of the earth. (See ref. 14.)
In those cases where it is impractical to photograph the horizon,
the attitude angle of the airplane may be determined by photographing
the sun. The elevation angle of the sun is determined from the longi-
tude and latitude of the airplane, from navigation tables, and frcm a
precise measure of time. (See ref. 15.)
The attitude angle of the aircraft may also be measured with a
pendulum inclinometer. (See ref. 16.) The angles measured by this
instrument, however, are subject to errors due to variations in longi-
tudinal acceleration. For this reason, the use of an inclinometer will
generally prove more unsatisfactory thsn the use of horizon or sun cam-
eras, both of which are unaffected by aircraft acceleration.
The greatest difficulty in applying the attitude-angle method is
encountered in attempting to maintain level flight. Standsrd aircraft
altimeters sre not sufficiently sensitive to provide the high order of
accuracy usually required. For this reason, a sensitive recording
statoscupe should be used for detecting deviations &can constant alti-
tude. If appreciable changes in altitude occur during the tests, the
attitude—flight-path-angle method described in the next section should
be applied.
Another difficulty in the application of the attitude sngle methmi
involves the effect of vertical atr currents. Best results would appear
to be obtained by conducting the tests at low altitudes (preferably over
—
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a lerge body of water) because the _itude of the vertic~ afr c~rents
would be expected to be smaller than at higher altitudes.
—
.
Attitude—Flight-Path Angle Method
A method by which an installation can be calibrated when the air-
plane is changing altitude involves the measurement of flight-path single
in conjunction with the attitude angle. The flight-path singleis deter-
mined from simultaneous measurements of the vertical velocity and the
velocity slong the flight path.
The vertical velocity may be measured with a recording statoscope
or by integrating a time history of the vertics.J-acceleration) which maY
be calculated frcm the recorded normal and longitudinal accelerations
and the attitude angle.
As discussed in the previous section, the attitude angle may be
measured with a horizon csmera or a sun camera. In some cases it may
be more convenient to measure only the initial attitude angle with a
sun csmera, horizon csmera~ or inclinometer and then to determine the
change in attitude angle from measurements with an attitude gjroscope
or from integration of the recorded pitchi~ velocity.
—
The calculation of angle of attack by the attitude—flight-path .
angle”method requires that the records of each of the measured quantities
have a the scale and a means of synchronization.
.—
.
Fuselage-Nose-Boom Method
In the fuselage-nose-boom method the local angle of attack at a
point a considerable distance ahead of the fuselage is considered to
represent a close approximation to the true angle of attack of the air-
plane. The angle-of-attack measurement is most conveniently made by
means of a pivoted vane installed on a boom extending ahead of the fuse-
lage nose. Tests to determine the variation of local angle of attack
with distance ahead of the fuselages of an airplsne (ref. 13) showed
that, with increasing distance ahead of the fuselageJ the local angle__ _
of attack approached the true angle of atta_ckasymptotically and that
.-
at a distsmce of at least 1.5 fuselage diameters the local angle of
attack was essentially equal to the true angle of attack. Calibrations
in which this method was employed in tests on another airplane are
reported in reference 17. When the tests are conducted in accelerated
flight, corrections must, of course, be applied for bending of the boom,
pitching velocity of the airplane, and bending of the fuselage. *=
.
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Ground Photographic Methods
. A method has been developed in which the angle of attack is deter-
mined from the fHght-path angle as determined frm a camera on the
ground and the attitude angle as measured by a camera installed in the
airplane. The direction and velocity of the wind sre determined from
photographs by the ground camera of smoke puffs released frcm the air-
plsne. The method was developed for the special case of sn airplae
diving towsrd a ground tsrget at a predetermined dive sngle. As
described in references 18 and 19, the method requires that the ground
csmera be located at the center of the tsrget snd elevated to the pro-
posed dive singleof the airplane. The camera in the airplane photographs
the ground target during the dive. An extension of this method to permit
calibration during the pull-up following the dive required the use of
two ground cameras and three surveyed ground markers. (See ref. 20.)
CONCLUDING REMKKKS
Wind-tunnel calibrations of three types of angle-of-attack sensing
devices - the pivoted vane, the differential pressure tube, and the null-
seeking pressure tube - have been presented. The pivoted vane has been
used primsrily in the Slight testing of airplanes and missiles, whereas
the null-seeking pressure tube has been used almost exclusively in the
service operation of airplanes. The differential pressure tube has not
been used to any great extent as a flight instrument.
Flight data on the position errors of three sensor locations -
ahead of the fuselage nose, ahead of the wing tip, and on the forebody
of the fuselage - have also been presented. For operation throughout
the subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speed rsnges, a position ahead
of the fuselage nose will provide the best insttiation. If the shape
of the fuselage nose is not too blunt, the position error will.be essen-
tially zero when the sensor is located 1.5 or more fuselage diameters
ahead of the fuselage.
Langley Aeronautical Lshoratory,
National Advisory Ckmnittee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Vs., March 24, 1958.
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Figure 1.- Calibration of axially mounted pivoted vane at transonic
speeds (ref. 5) . p = OO.
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Figure lt.-Variation of @/q with a of two differential pressure
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Figure 7.- Variation of &/q with a of a differential pressure tube
having a conical nose shape. Supersonic speeds (ref. 11); ~ = OO.
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Figure 8.- Calibration of null-seeking pressure-type angle-of-attack
sensor. M =0.10 (ref. I-2);p =OO.
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Figure U. - Variation of local angle of attack with distance ahead of a
fuselage having a nose inlet. M = 0.81 (ref. 13).
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sensor locatedFigure 12.- Flight calibration of an angle-of-attack
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Figure 13.- Flight calibration of null-seeking
attack sensor (of the type shown in fig. .8)
lage nose of an airplane (ref. 13).
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Figwe lk. - Effect of sideslip on the angle of attack measured by null-
seeking pressure-type sensor (of the type shown in fig. 8) installed
on the fuselage nose of an airplane (ref. 13). Installation was the
same as that shown in figure 13.
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